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the mynissan owner portal is the fastest, most convenient way to monitor, change and update your
information. the portal is integrated with key nissanconnect services such as nissanconnect remote,

nissanconnect apps and mynissan concierge. the portal can be accessed on the mynissan app on
your smartphone. visit or the nissan website at to access the mynissan owner portal or call

877-769-6279 nissanconnect with wi-fi hotspot is a subscription-based service that enables you to
connect to your home network via wi-fi, and access all of the same features found on the

nissanconnect services app and mynissan owner portal. if you have an active subscription to the
nissanconnect services convenience package, you will be able to use the service for free until further
notice. please refer to your nissanconnect services convenience package terms and conditions. for

more information, please refer to or call 1-877-769-6837. as a nissan leaf owner, you are eligible for
up to 50,000 miles of free maintenance, which includes maintenance available through the mynissan

owner portal. you can request to have your vehicle serviced at a participating nissan dealer or
through the nissanconnect services app. nissan dealers are trained to service your vehicle as well as
perform many other services such as oil changes and tire rotations. for more information on these
services, see this article. the nissanconnect ev app provides the following features and information

for your vehicle. note that a vehicle must have a u.s. market vin to use the nissanconnect ev app. 1.
ev status updates with the following features: vehicle status, solar status, battery status, & charge

rates 2. ev features and setting 3. ev information and software upgrades 4. vehicle and battery
health assessment 5. ev charging information 6. remote charging 7. history of ev charging 8. pay per
use recharging 9. schedule recharging 10. information on recharging with third party rechargers 11.

ev shopping for a future ev 12. schedule ev charging to match road conditions, trip plans, and
availability of charge stations with evs on the road 13. find ev charging stations 14. information on

ev and battery life 15. ev range & charging 16. remote monitor of ev charging status 17. schedule ev
charging with the connected appliance 18. schedule vehicle charging with the connected appliance

19. remote battery pack management 20. remote monitor of ev battery pack charge level 21.
remote monitor of ev battery health status 22. remote control of exterior and interior temperatures

23. remote control of system controls 24. remote control of vehicle lights and sounds 25. remote
control of vehicle audio 26. remote control of car door operation 27. remote control of vehicle locks

& windows 28. remote access to vehicle weather and climate controls
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1. mynissan owner portal: use
the username and password

you created during enrollment.
if you pre-ordered your nissan
leaf this is the same as your

nissan leaf pre-order account.
smart phone app: use your

mynissan owner portal
username and password.

vehicle: use your nissanconnect
ev pin and password. sign-in is

only required at initial set-up. to
find your nissanconnect ev pin
and password visit and sign in,

then: 1. go to the vehicle
dashboard 2. scroll down to the

nissanconnect ev program
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within the connected services
section 3. click on the manage

subscription button and the
password and pin will be

displayed to you if you have not
yet entered this information into
your vehicle. please have a pen

and paper ready to jot down
this information. 4. turn on your
vehicle. 5. accept the terms and

conditions displayed on your
vehicle's navigation system. this
is only required if you have not
already accepted the terms and

condition. in order for your
nissanconnect ev pin and

password to be used with the
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nissanconnect ev app you must
first sign in to the mynissan

owner portal with your
mynissan owner portal

username and password. the
mynissan owner portal

username and password can be
found in your enrollment letter
or on the nissanconnect ev app
for your nissan leaf. to access
your nissanconnect ev pin and

password, follow the steps
below: follow these steps: 1. log

in to your mynissan owner
portal account at 2. on your leaf
vehicle dashboard scroll down
and click my ev. 3. in the top
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navigation menu, select route
planner. 4. click plan your route.
5. enter your start destination
and you can include up to five

waypoints. click calculate route.
6. click forward route to

navigation and name your route
to send the route to your leaf.
(select reconfigure route and

click reset then repeat steps 4
and 5 to send up to 5 routes to

your leaf). 7. next, go to the
vehicle and press the zero

emission button (lower right
side next to navigation screen).
8. select carwings. 9. select all
information feeds. 10. select
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route planner. 11. select the
route you would like to set as
new destination. 5ec8ef588b
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